ENHANCED APPROACH TO OPTIMIZED CLOUD RELIABILITY BY USING REDUNDANCY HANDLING AND OPTIMIZED VM SELECTION POLICY
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Abstract: The developing reliance of clients via web-based networking media, media transmission administrations, portable applications and other cloud services requires an arrangement that mitigates inescapable failures and guarantees the dependably on access to these services. So there must be a way to handle these failures during migration and adoption of cloud without any redundancy. This paper proposes migration way to deal with managing benefit conveyance upon a sudden failure, a virtual machine (VM) over-burden, or support. It builds up a combined redundancy handling FTC programming model that limits the movement downtime that is based on VM memory pages and the reliable situation of the VM. Experimental results shows that proposed system is much reliable than existing systems. The results are calculated in terms of make span, energy consumption and fault tolerance rate during VM migration resource allocation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing provides a long term benefit of computing as a utility that has started new era involving distributed computing. It transformed the IT industry completely and reshaped the purchase of IT Hardware and software[1]. Resources such as networks, Servers, storage, application and data can be accessed with great ease using Cloud computing[2]. Virtualized environment of cloud allow user to access resources as if ownership is held by the user. Services are delivered to the user on pay per use basis. Services are provided using high speed internet labeled as X as a Service. X is partition into segments as application, platform and infrastructure. The aim of these segments is to provide more reliable service transparently at ever cheaper price[3].

1.1 Service Models of Cloud Computing

The various service models that cloud providers offered are mainly categorized in three categories[4, 5] :

- **Software as a Service (SaaS)**
  This model provides complete application to the user on demand. It can handle multiple users at a time but in background only single application of the service is executed. The single application facilitate the users, they need not to go for any advance payment [6]. Various service provider like Google, sales force , Microsoft provides SaaS facility.

- **Platform as a Service(PaaS)**
  This model provides environment as a service to user for constructing own application that run on service provider base. It also provides predefined application server combined with OS to user [7]. Google’s App Engine, Force.com is providing a platform to users.

- **Infrastructure as a Services(IaaS)**
  This model provides services to fundamental storage and computing capability. In order to manage workload the shared resources are utilized among various users [8]. To use the services the user has install own software over the infrastructure. Amazon and Go Grid are some example of IaaS.

Mobile cloud computing used heavily and hence faults required to tackled in this critical area of cloud computing.

1.2 Live VM Migration

Live VM migration is optimization strategy in which load from current virtual machine is migrated to healthier machine without shutting down any machine [9]. Both the machine are working during migration hence the name live VM migration. Several techniques are available to be used under Live VM Migration. These techniques are as discussed as under:-

**Pre Copy**

In a Pre copy approach the pages from source machine is copied to destination machine iteratively. The iterative nature of the pre-copy approach is due to dirty pages. This approach is useful in a situation where modification to the pages is limited. In case of heavy changes in pages this approach considerably slow down the migration process hence downtime and migration time is substantially increases.
Post Copy
In post copy approach first of all the processing or execution is transferred and then the memory. This means that execution immediately starts after memory resources are transferred to destination machine. Downtime is considerable reduced in this case. Migration time depends upon length of memory resources along with number of CPU required to execute the job.

Hybrid Approach
This approach is optimal among pre and post copy approach. This approach uses optimal features of pre and post copy. This approach contains processor state information along with lots of useful information about state. This information is termed as working set.

1.3 Energy Efficiency within Cloud
Energy consumption within the cloud is an issue required to be tackled. The primary reason for high degree of energy consumption is increased demand from cloud regular users that enhance load on cloud datacenters. Energy consumption reduces the resource utilization and decreases the reliability as degradation of machines takes place. To tackle this issue [10] proposed energy efficient scheduling within cloud. The scheduling is done to build a schedule that can optimize the execution of jobs on the resources provided by making jobs execute on maximum powered resources first. [11] proposed a smart and energy aware mechanism for large scale applications. Advance prediction scheme for predicting the energy consumption during the job execution is built. The reliability of advance prediction is questionable. [12] Suggested a batch formation mechanism for forecasting energy consumption in cloud based system. The web based workloads are assigned to datacenters for determining energy consumption. The information about the energy consumption is stored within the stable storage. This information about the energy consumption is used in the future workload assignment on the datacenters within cloud based systems. [13] Proposed a virtualization mechanism for energy conservation. VM placement strategy is considered to optimization energy consumption. The VM list is sorted before assignment of cloudlets. The VM with the highest MIPS value is selected for allocation of jobs hence jobs is completed well within time thus conserving energy.

1.4 Fault Tolerance Strategies
Fault tolerance strategies are critical for the performance enchantment of cloud. Cloud computing popularity is enhanced and the regular cloud users’ demands and expectations from cloud is also enhanced. As the failure occurs, the popularity of cloud degrades.[14] Fault tolerance strategies thus play a critical part in ensuring the cloud performance to be stable if not enhanced. The fault tolerance is divided into following categories:-

Proactive Fault tolerance
The proactive fault tolerance mechanism is proposed by [15] in high performance cloud. Proactive fault tolerance is the mechanism in which faults and errors are avoided by replacing the component which is suspicious. Some of the techniques under proactive fault tolerance include preemptive migration, load balancing and software rejuvenation.

Reactive Fault tolerance
Reactive fault tolerance mechanism is proposed by [16, 17] with post copy migration for handling availability issue. In reactive fault tolerance action is taken after the failure occurs. Techniques under reactive fault tolerance include check pointing, replay and restart.

II. RELATED WORK
The proposed High Performance Computing (HPC) that focuses development of computing resources to give all the more figuring energy to their clients, we watch a desire for the union between Cloud Computing (CC) and HPC stages, with the business would like to see CC foundations to in the long run supplant in-house offices [18].

In the event that we prohibit the execution perspective where numerous past reviews highlight a non-insignificant overhead incited by the virtualization layer at the heart of each Cloud middleware when running a HPC workload, the subject of the genuine cost effectiveness is regularly left aside with the instinct that, most presumably, the cases offered by the Cloud suppliers are focused from a cost perspective [3, 19].

With explosive development of cell phones including PDAs, PDAs, and tablet PCs and the applications introduced in them, the portable Internet will keep up the improvement development slant as 4G correspondence system is broadly elevated to our lives [20]. What clients of the cell phones and applications need is that portable Internet can give them the administration which is easy to understand, high speed, and consistent. Dynamic Resource allocation proposed by is distributed computing. It enables business clients to scale here and there their asset use in light of requirements. Large portions of the touted picks up in the cloud show originated from asset multiplexing through virtualization innovation.

In this paper, we display a framework that utilizes virtualization innovation to distribute server farm assets progressively in view of use requests and bolster green processing by upgrading the quantity of servers being used [22].

In [23, 24] proposes the idea of “skewness” to quantify the unevenness in the multidimensional asset use of a server. Mostly this scheme of thing is effective in detecting attacks. By limiting skewness, we can join distinctive sorts of workloads pleasantly and enhance the general usage of server assets. We build up an arrangement of heuristics that anticipate over-burden in the framework.
successfully while sparing vitality utilized. Follow driven recreation and test comes about show that considered calculation accomplishes great execution.

Distributed computing as proposed by [26] is efficient in order for the jobs to execute efficiently in Cloud based system. Distributed computing offers utility-arranged IT administrations to clients around the world. In light of a compensation as-you-go display, it empowers facilitating of unavoidable applications from shopper, logical, and business spaces. Be that as it may, server farms facilitating Cloud applications devour colossal measures of electrical vitality, adding to high operational expenses and carbon impressions to the earth. Subsequently, we require Green Cloud figuring arrangements that can limit operational expenses as well as decrease the natural effect. In this paper, we characterize an engineering system and standards for vitality proficient Cloud registering. In view of this engineering, we show our vision, open research difficulties, and asset provisioning and allotment calculations for vitality proficient administration of Cloud figuring situations.

Effective Grid computing as suggested by [27] is used for job allocation in advanced computing system. Advanced computing involves legions of nodes or VMs of different configurations. Heterogeneous environment form grids. Nodes of same configuration are grouped into same batch known as cluster.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Proposed approach uses allocation of resources parallel with backtracking mechanism in place for allocating resources by finding out spare virtual machines with sufficient resources. This section describes proposed system with parameters evaluation

3.1 Flowchart of Proposed Work:

![Flowchart of Proposed Work](image)

3.2 Proposed Algorithm

Algorithm for REDUNDANCY HANDLING FTC is as under:-

1. Deploy mobile cloud
   - Initialize Data centres, and allocate configuration to VMs
   - Arrange VMs with maximum power first and least power at last place.
2. Initialize Users
   - Assign users of mobile cloud with username and password
3. Validate the users according to authentication
   • If validated move to 3 step otherwise perform 2 step again
3. Load jobs externally
   • Jobs are loaded from external file containing processes and burst time
4. Divide jobs into tasks.
   • Tasks_i = Jobs_i / VM_capacity
5. If available (resources)
   • Execute job sequentially selecting VMs according to resource requirement and obtain make span
   Else
   • Execute jobs parallel and obtain make span
End of if
6. If (optimal (Make span))
   Result = Make span
Else
   Perform Backtracking
End of if
7. Obtain result in terms of Make span

3.3 Phases of Redundancy Handling FTC

There are following phases associated with proposed literature:

3.3.1 Initialization

The jobs are partitioned into tasks. These tasks are referred to as [28, 30] chromosomes. These chromosomes are in hunt of resources acting as food for chromosomes. Initially these chromosomes are set according to order presented through cloudlets. These cloudlets considered for proposed operation includes jobs with burst time and arrival time.

\[
\text{Chromosomes} = \text{Tasks}(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n)
\]

Equation 1: Chromosomes in terms of tasks

3.3.2 Objective Function

The objective function consists of Make span. The BSA has the implication in reducing Make span. The existing gives Make span which serves as baseline or threshold value. Main objective thus is to minimize the Make span. The schedule is executed again and again until Make span lesser than Make span obtained through RFTC is obtained.

\[
\text{Obj function} = \min(\text{makspan}_{\text{BSA}})
\]

Equation 2: Objective function

3.3.3 Reliability Tackling Phase

As the initialization is complete, process of allocating resources to task begins. Make span is evaluated at each step. If the Make span is more than Make span obtained through RFTC then mutation with probability 0.5 is made. Allocation is done again and Make span is evaluated. This process continues until optimal schedule of allocation is accomplished [28, 31].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance analysis is done by evaluating the existing system and comparing it with Redundancy Handling FTC. The performance analysis and results are described in terms of the following:

4.1 Parameter of Make Span

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Existing (ms)</th>
<th>Proposed (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 MB</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MB</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 MB</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Parameter of Fault Tolerant Rate

Table 4.2: Fault Tolerant Rate of Existing and Proposed System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Existing</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 MB</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MB</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 MB</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Parameter of Energy Consumption

Table 4.3: Energy consumed by existing and proposed system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Existing (joules)</th>
<th>Proposed (joules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 MB</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MB</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 MB</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The existing systems provide energy efficient approach for allocating jobs to virtual machines. However as resource decreases and requirement increases existing system fails. Individual resource searching criteria is required under such situation. For this purpose Redundancy FTC comes into picture which is hybridized with pre copy in proposed literature. Performance evaluation indicates significant improvement in results in terms of Make span, energy consumption and fault tolerant rate. The work can be further extended by using ant colony along with RFTC for enhancement in distinct parameters especially Make span.
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